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Coloring is a great way to relax and spark your inner creativity. From esteemed 21st-century artist

Laurel Burch comes collection of perforated postcards featuring her most renowned artwork to color

and send to friends and family or keep for yourself. Printed on high-quality, heavyweight paper for

use with colored pencils, markers, gel pens, watercolors, and more, this small-format book invites

you to step into Laurel's vivid world of decorative cats, mythical creatures, and human figures!
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Laurel first began making and selling jewelry on the streets of San Francisco. Over her forty-year

career, she became an internationally known artist with an instantly recognizable style that is

imbued with brilliant color, bold lines, and mythical figures.

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“The Art of Laurel Burch Postcard BookÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• is a set of various designs

by the late Laurel Burch. I have enjoyed many of her designs in household and wearable goods

over the years. Earlier this year, I purchased a coloring book of her designs and was really pleased

to pick up this set of postcards as well.Many of her design themes are included including cats, dogs,

horses, and others. As with the coloring book, there weren't any mermaids which is something that I

wish it had. I can only hope that there will be other books or cards in the future with some of the

ocean designs in it.Usually, postcards have a glue binding similar to notepads but in this case, each

of the cards is perforated for easy removal from the set. However, this method leaves a rough edge

on the perforated side. I much prefer the standard glue binding of other postcard sets as the rough



edge gives a really unfinished look to the whole project. The address area is set up for postcard

mailing and includes a small thumbnail design which can also be colored.The cover of the set is

done with a beautiful glossy rendition of Ms. Burch's artwork with elements picked out in gold foil.

The set is printed on a medium weight card stock rather than some of the heavyweight card stock I

have on other postcard sets.I found that only alcohol-based markers bled through the paper.

Water-based markers, gel pens, and India ink pens did not bleed through. Colored pencils (both oil

and wax-based) did well with layering and blending and did not dent through the page.

Absolutely stunning postcard book, very high quality prints and card stock. I plan to buy more for

friends for the holidays.

Not what I expected at all. I had no idea this book was only 4 x 3 inches or about the size of my

hand from fingertips to edge of my palm. I thought it was the normal 8 x 10 and there's nothing in

the description that that tells you otherwise. It's mis-leading. If I had known this was a little tiny

booklet I wouldn't have purchased it. The binding is very difficult to bend, making it difficult to color.

I've never heard of a "postcard book", but now I now I know what one is. The drawings in it are

great, but this was a waste of my money and it's been a waste of time trying to color in it.

If you're a Laurel Burch fan and you do adult coloring, you should definitely buy this book! The

pictures are inspiring and the paper is nicely weighted and smooth to the touch. I can't wait to try

coloring In it!!!

I love anything from Laurel Burch, and these coloring postcards did not disappoint. I like the

postcard size because I sometimes get tired of big pages.

Nice. Her lovely art. Would make a nice gift since so many people love coloring these days.

Gift--she liked it very much. Can color cards and send them to grandchildren.

Its good, its ok, it could be larger I guess.. but it is a post card book so .. its ok.
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